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Bodybuilding contest prep FAQ (Guide, Hacks, Coaching) - Males and FemalesThe questions I

answer here are only the tip of the iceberg. In my book I share with you everything that goes

into the bodybuilding competition world. One thing is for sure you can't replace experience! -

Fitness AdaptationsWhat is a bodybuilding contest prep diet?The difference between a

bodybuilding contest prep diet and an ordinary diet is that it is designed specifically to get a

bodybuilder as lean as human possible within a certain period of time. A proper contest prep

diet will allow the bodybuilder to get into a caloric deficit in order to lose the required amount of

fat by stage day. Additionally, a bodybuilder wants to preserve as much lean mass during the

process.When should I start contest prepping?This question varies from person to person. In

bodybuilding "conditioning" is a variable that judges look for when choosing a winner. Typically

that means that the body fat percentage will be under 4% at the highest levels of competition.

In order to figure out how many weeks out you are first figure out what your current body fat is.

Once you know that you can then estimate when you should step on stage. Use the Perfect

Body Shape Formula to guide you and give you this approximate time frame.How do

bodybuilders eat for competition?The truth of the matter is that you should eat depending on

the goal. During the weeks leading to a competition, when a bodybuilder is trying to get lean,

they should be focused on limiting inflammation, reducing stress, and creating the required

deficit to get lean. During the off-season, bodybuilders should eat for maintenance and maybe

a small surplus to allow them to train and improve on lagging body parts. Many bodybuilders

go on a high protein low carb diet and practice carb cycling, but in my opinion, that is an

outdated and not so healthy approach.What should a pre-contest diet be like 4 weeks out?At 4

weeks out you should be very close to being stage ready. You should start decreasing your

caloric deficit depending where you are in regards to your body fat. If you are very close to your

ideal conditioning, pushing in a extreme fashion will only start working against you.How long is

a bodybuilding prep?This depends on where you currently stand. The best way is to figure out

your current body fat and based on factors such as your lifestyle, exercise activity, proper

sleep, and supplementation you can make an estimate. Consult with a certified and

experienced coach to get the best possible program.What do bodybuilders eat on competition

day?On stage day, most bodybuilders eat a lot of carbs and protein in order to fill out and get

as dry as possible. Simple carbs are best in order to get the body to break down and absorb

glycogen into the muscles as soon as possible. Hydration is also critical!How do you lean out

for a competition fast?The only way to lean out fast is to decrease your caloric deficit. The

problem with leaning out fast is that you will not be able to sustain the effort and you’ll suffer an

enormous rebound. You will have done the work for nothing. However, if you need to lean out

fast because you’re close to competition day and you’re behind on your goal, you can increase

your cardio output. You can lower your calories but that’s the last resort.How do bodybuilders

cut water weight?The process for cutting water is called water loading. Usually 10 days before

the competition you start drinking anywhere from 1.5 to 3 gallons of water daily depending on

your body weight. About 3 days from the competition, you reduce your water intake

strategically to allow water to be expelled. The use of diuretics is very popular but if used

incorrectly can have an adverse affect. Make sure you are under the care of physician if you go

with the use of diuretics.
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Picking a ContestKnowing how many “weeks out” you are from a show is, in my opinion, the

most important part of competing. The term “weeks out” refers to the approximate number of

weeks left before you step on-stage. The term “days out” can also be used when there’s less

than 14 days remaining. On social media, the hashtags #2weeksout for example, means you

will be stepping on stage in about 2 weeks. #14daysout can also be used.Competing has many

variables that need to be considered in order to be successful. Those include but are not

limited to; proportions, symmetry, posing, presentation, conditioning, and endurance (See

Chapter 3). The most important piece of advice I could ever give you is to be honest with

yourself. Rushing into a competition can be disastrous to your image, self-esteem, and overall

health.Do the things I recommend in this book and do not let anyone, especially a coach or a

guru, “rush” you into getting on-stage. Rushing the process produces more negative

consequences then positives outcomes. The last thing you want is, for what’s supposed to be

an inspirational transformation journey, to become a stressful and counterproductive

nightmare. I discuss this in great detail on “The Price of Rushing into a Competition”.If your

bodyfat is high, lean muscle mass is low, and body is not proportionate to the criteria in your

division, do not try to make it work in 12 weeks! This will only set you back further and cause

you to become discouraged rather than excited about competing.If your coach forces you to

perform two hours of cardio a day in order to achieve your goal, then he/she is not doing you

any favors. Either this coach is ignorant or only cares about making money off you.At 4 weeks

out you should be close to being stage ready. At this point, your main concerns should be

posing and presentation. You want the judges to see you smile and radiating with confidence.

Your presentation is a “make it or break it” aspect of competing.I like to do a trial “peak week”,

3-4 weeks out, so that I can eliminate as many mistakes as possible. Once I enter my real peak

week, I should be aware of all the adjustments I need to make, in order to look my best on the

day of the show.You are investing a lot of time and money in posing suits, tanning, travel,

lodging, supplements, food, coaching, PED’s, etc… why would you risk NOT looking your best

by having only one peak week? Find out what works for you before you polish up the final

product!Many of these self-proclaimed gurus give the exact same protocol to all their clients,

regardless of current state, as if everyone will react the same. If all their clients were clones of

each other, that’d be fine, but they’re not. People react differently to different programs

depending on what they have adapted to.What if the client needs to build up their shoulders?

What if the client needs to build overall mass? What if a client has overpowering features?

What if the client is new to weight training? These are just a few basic factors in prepping for a

show that need to be addressed. A good coach will take a good look at you and give you an

informative diagnosis. You can’t train everyone exactly the same and expect different

results.HOW TO KNOW IF “YOU’RE NOT READY”:If 12 weeks out you’re still working or need



to work on physical proportions (v-taper, shoulder to waist ratio, calf to bicep, etc.), you’re not

ready!If 4 weeks out you aren’t doing “peak day” test runs because you’re still not conditioned

enough, you’re not ready.If 2 weeks out you aren’t focusing on posing and presentation rather

than conditioning and proportions, you’re not ready.Building a proportionate body is something

you work on in the off-season. If a coach tells you to start extreme dieting 12 weeks out from a

show and you don’t have the slightest idea about what the criteria is for your division, then this

coach is either clueless or does not have your best interest at heart!That’s like buying a used

car, from a shady dealer, while not asking for the car facts, who tells you its “perfect” while

selling it to you at retail, with dollar signs in his eyes. Don’t be a sheep!If 4 weeks out you’re still

going hard with and an extreme calorie deficit and performing hours of cardio, either you’re not

ready or your coach is again, clueless! Sometimes a competitor is ready 6 weeks out and a

coach will keep them on the same extreme regiment for the remaining prep time. It’s absolutely

crazy and counterproductive.WHAT IFS:Here are a few “what ifs” that explain why performing a

practice peak week is CRUCIAL:What if you don’t hit your peak week right?What if you drink

too much water?What if you don’t drink enough?What if you retain too much water?What if

your carbs don’t kick in fast enough?What if you cramp up severely?Carbing up correctly is one

of the hardest things to get correct on peak week. Your body takes a few days to digest any

carbs you consume so timing is everything. Yes you consume carbs such as dextrose, white

rice, russet potatoes, etc… that have high glycemic indexes, but even then it’s risky business. I

prefer to have my muscles full one week in advance and focus only on dryness.If you speak to

anyone who has ever competed, most will tell you that they looked better a day or two after the

competition. Why is that? What can you do about it?

Bodybuilding: The Complete Contest Preparation Handbook, Peak Week: The 7 Crucial Days

for Contest Preparation: The final steps to help you achieve the maximum definition and

physique before stepping on stage, Bigger Leaner Stronger: The Simple Science of Building

the Ultimate Male Body (The Bigger Leaner Stronger Series Book 1), The Bodybuilder's

Kitchen: 100 Muscle-Building, Fat Burning Recipes, with Meal Plans to Chisel Your Physique,

The Bodybuilding Meal Prep Cookbook: Macro-Friendly Meals to Prepare, Grab, and Go, Bikini

Competitor's Little Black Book of Awesome: Bikini Competition Ready in 9 Weeks or Look Like

You Should Be On Stage, Be Your Own Bodybuilding Coach: A Reference Guide For Year-

Round Bodybuilding Success, Train Like a Bodybuilder: Get Lean. Get Big. Get Strong., Cardio

Sucks: The Simple Science of Losing Fat Fast...Not Muscle (Muscle for Life Book 6), Muscle

Health and Fitness Over 40 - Year Round Exercise Fitness Guide: Bodybuilding Secrets

COMBINED - More INTENSITY and Less TIME for Maximum Muscle ... to Advanced Workout

Routines Book 2)

Tiffany Wah, “Enjoyed. Great read,short and to the point! I'd definitely recommend this book for

anyone looking to gain a competitive edge for their show”

Miss A., “This book is by far the best of it's kind to prepare you for competition. This book is by

far the best of it's kind to prepare you for competition, male or female. It is clear and

informative, filling you with top tips, inspiration and motivation to get out there and be the best

you possibly can on that stage. It's a must have read!”
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